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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company wants to host a publicity available server that performs the following functions:
* Evaluates MX record lookup
* Can perform authenticated requests for A and AAA records
* Uses RRSIG
Which of the following should the company use to fulfill the above requirements?
A. nslookup
B. DNSSEC
C. dig
D. LDAPS
E. SFTP
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC) provides, among other things, cryptographic authenticity of
responses using Resource Record Signatures (RRSIG) and authenticated denial of existence
using Next-Secure (NSEC) and Hashed-NSEC records (NSEC3).

NEW QUESTION: 2
You change an active project baseline and save it. Then, the system creates a new baseline.
What are the statuses of the previous baseline and new baseline?
A. Previous baseline: "active with pending changes"
New baseline: "in approval"
B. Previous baseline: "active with pending changes"
New baseline: "in planning"
C. Previous baseline: "obsolete"
New baseline: "in planning"
D. Previous baseline: "obsolete"
New baseline: "active"
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which Cisco technology using Nexus NX-OS infrastructure allows the network architect to
create up to four separate control and data plane instances of the Nexus chassis?
A. virtual switching system
B. virtual routing and forwarding
C. virtual device context

D. virtual port-channel
Answer: C
Explanation:
Virtualization
Virtual local-area network (VLAN), virtual storage-area network (VSAN), and virtual device
contexts (VDC) help to segment the LAN, SAN, and network devices instances.
Cisco Nexus 1000V virtual switch for VMware ESX and ESXi help to deliver visibility and policy
control for virtual machines (VM).
Flexible networking options with support for all server form factors and vendors, including
support for blade servers from Cisco, Dell, IBM, and HP with integrated Ethernet and Fibre
Channel switches.

NEW QUESTION: 4
A technician is investigating connectivity issues over the corporate network. The technician
attempts to Telnet into an access point in the break room, which is labeled AP-1. but is unable
to proceed any further or authenticate Which of the following commands will be MOST
beneficial in determining the connectivity issues?
A. nslookup
B. netstac
C. ipconfig
D. tracert
Answer: D
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